2010 Hot Topics

November/December 2010

International Education Week: Maps & Travels

International Education Week: Maps

100 maps: the science, art and politics of cartography throughout history  GA201 .A15 2005
A book of old maps  GA400 .H65 F5
Cartographia: mapping civilizations  GA203 .V57 2007
Cities of the world: a history in maps  G1030 .W5 2005
Coast lines: how mapmakers frame the world and chart environmental change  GA108.7 .M65 2008
From Squaw Tit to Whorehouse Meadow: how maps name, claim and inflame  G105 .M66 2006
How to lie with maps  GA108.7 .M66 1991
Looking at earth  G70.4 .S77 1992
Mapping the world: an illustrated history of cartography  G1021 .E2985 2006
Mapping the world: stories of geography  GA201 .L33 2009
Maps: finding our place in the world  GA201 .M365 2007
Mercator: the man who mapped the planet  GA923.5 .M3 C73 2004
You are here: personal geographies and other maps of the imagination  GA105.3 .H346 2004

International Education Week: Travels

The global citizen: a guide to creating an international life and career  G151 .K63 2002
Journeys of a lifetime: 500 of the world’s greatest trips  G465 .J687 2007
Lonely planet unpacked: travel disaster stories  G151 .L664 1999
The mind of the traveler: from Gilgamesh to global tourism  G151 .L44 1991
Public places, private journeys: ethnography, entertainment and the tourist gaze  G155 .A1 S669 2003
Seven great journeys in history  G80 .S4 2006
Solo traveler: tales and tips for great trips  G151 .L363 2005
Tourists: how our fastest growing industry is changing the world  G155 .A1 K76 1996
The travel book: a journey through every country in the world  G153.4 T712x 2004
Travel smarts: everything you need to know to go anywhere  G151 .T44 2000
Unforgettable places to see before you die  G153.4 .D38 2004
World Heritage Sites: a complete guide to 890 UNESCO World Heritage Sites  G140.5 .W675x 2009
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November 2010

Alive day memories: home from Iraq (DVD) D579.76 A3985x 2007
Black Hawk Down (DVD) DT407.4 B69 2002b
Camouflage UG449 N43 2007
Eleventh month, eleventh day, eleventh hour: Armistice Day, 1918 D523 P44 2004
Expert resumes for military-to-civilian transitions HF5383 E47885 2006
Flags of our fathers (DVD) D767.99 I9 B73 2007
For service to your country: the insider’s guide to veterans’ benefits UB357 G39x 2008
The ground truth (DVD) D579.76 G768638x 2006
Home fires burning: married to the military – for better or worse UB403 H68 2005
Jarhead (DVD) D579.74 S96 2006b
M*A*S*H (DVD) PS3558 O55 M37 2005
Medal of honor: profiles of America’s military heroes from the Civil War to the present UB433 M53 2002
Military-to-civilian career transition guide HF5384 P37 2005
Not Only War: A story of two great conflicts. PS3507 .A475 N67 2010
Patriotic holidays of the United States JK1761 H46 2006
Post-traumatic stress disorder RC552 P67 P6615 2010
Resumes for former military personnel HF5383 R4374 2006
The right to fight: a history of African Americans in the military UB418 A47 A84 1998
Servicemember’s guide to a college degree U716 A853 2002
Servicemember’s legal guide KF7745 J37 T66 2001
Soldier: a visual history of the fighting man U750 G725x 2007
Soldier dead: how we recover, identify, bury and honor our military fallen U353 .S58 2005
Soldiers to citizens: the G.I. Bill and the making of the greatest generation UB357 .M475 2005
Surviving Iraq: Soldiers Stories. D579.76 .T75 2008
U.S. military service UB323 .W358 2007
Veteran’s guide to benefits UB357 .B83 2005
Veterans’ rights and benefits KF7745 J37 2009
Vets under siege: how America deceives and dishonors those who fight our battles UB354 S37 2008
The Vietnam reader. DS557.7 .V5625 1998
The Vietnam veteran: a history of neglect UB357 B64 1984
The wages of war: when America’s soldiers came home – from Valley Forge to Vietnam UB357 S48 1989
Warrior: a visual history of the fighting man U750 G73 2007
Warriors and scholars: a modern war reader U43 .U4 W37 2005
Women in the combat zone (DVD) UB418 W65 W6536639x 2005
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Love them or hate them, we seem to be obsessed by celebrities these days – and not just film stars and pop musicians but people who seem to be famous just for being famous (I’m looking at you Paris Hilton and Michaele Salahi), the offspring of failed Vice-Presidential candidates and boys from Jersey with improbable names and haircuts. Even if celeb-watching is not your thing, it’s hard to escape – newspapers, television news, radio shows, not to mention countless websites devote tremendous space to chronicling the exploits of the famous. What is it about celebrity, fandom, and fame that makes us unable to look away? Switch off TMZ and read one of these books:

Gross, Michael. *Starstruck: When a Fan gets Close to Fame.* HM646 G76 2005
Kusinitz, Marc. *Celebrity Drug Use.* HV5824 C42 K87 1988
Lois, George. *Sellebrity: My Angling and Tangling with Famous People.* NC999.4 L64 S45 2003
Mccracken, Grant. *Culture and Consumption.* HC79 C6 M384 2005
Reaves, Wendy. *Celebrity Caricature in America.* NC1426 R3 1998
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Why do you watch Mad Men? Is it for the authenticity of the clothing and interiors or the portrayal of the advertising industry? Do you remember the 1960s? Find out more about advertising and life in the US a half-century ago.

20 ads that shook the world  HF5811 T9 2000b
A 50 year adventure in the advertising business  HF5810 B35 B35x 1999
The 1960s  E169.12 R53 2003
Accept no substitutes: the history of American advertising  HF5813 U6 M53 2000
Adland: a global history of advertising  HF5823 T83 2007
Ads, fads and consumer culture: advertising’s impact on American character and society  HF5823 B438 2000
American cinema of the 1950s: themes and variations  PN1993.5 U6 A8575 2005
American modernism: graphic design, 1920 to 1960  NC998.5 A1 R46x 2003
Ashes to ashes: America’s hundred-year cigarette war, the public health, and the unabashed triumph of Philip Morris  HV5760 K58 1996
Captains of consciousness: advertising and the social roots of the consumer culture  HF5813 U6 E94 2001
Careers in advertising  HF5827 P378 2004
Drink: a social history of America  HV5292 .B37x 1999
Furniture and interiors of the 1960s  NK2395 B66313 2004
Good night and good luck DVD  PN4874 M89 G66x 2006
The look of the century  TS171 T35 1998
Love on the rocks: men, women and alcohol in post-World War II America  HV5292 R68 2002
Mad men and philosophy: nothing is as it seems  PN1992.77 M226 M33 2010 (Leisure Reading)
Mad men unbuttoned: a romp through 1960’s America  PN1992.77 M226 V37 2010 (Leisure Reading)
Mid-century modern: furniture of the 1950s  TS885 G68 1984
The mirror makers: a history of American advertising and its creators  HF5813 U6 F66 1997
Postwar interior design: 1945-1960  NK1986 O73 F4 1987
Putney Swope (DVD)  PN1997 P888649x 2006
Sex appeal: the art of allure in graphic and advertising design  HF5827.85 S49 2000
Soap, sex, and cigarettes: a cultural history of American advertising  HF5813 U6 S55 1998
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It’s August, which means back to campus, or first time on campus. Celebrate the annual return to school with books on living the college life, getting organized, keeping solvent, managing your time and learning new life skills.

Bauerlein, Mark. *The Dumbest Generation.* HQ799.7 B38 2009
Bogle, Kathleen. *Hooking Up: Sex, Dating and Relationships on Campus.* HQ35.2 B65 2008
Bray, Lara. *Why Won’t the Landlord Take Visa?* HQ799.5 B73 2000
Carle, Megan. *College Cooking: Feed Yourself & Your Friends.* TX652 C3277 2007
*Bauerlein, Mark.* *The Dumbest Generation.* http://librarylink.ucr.edu/search/author/8955138
*Bogle, Kathleen.* *Hooking Up: Sex, Dating and Relationships on Campus.* http://librarylink.ucr.edu/search/author/8955138
*Bray, Lara.* *Why Won’t the Landlord Take Visa?* http://librarylink.ucr.edu/search/author/8955138
*Carle, Megan.* *College Cooking: Feed Yourself & Your Friends.* http://librarylink.ucr.edu/search/author/8955138
*Carle, Megan.* *College Cooking: Feed Yourself & Your Friends.* http://librarylink.ucr.edu/search/author/8955138

July 2010

“*It may have started out as a summertime replacement for American Idol,* but sequin for sequin, this show leaves Idol in the dust.” So says no less an authority on popular culture than *Rolling Stone* magazine. If Fox’s #1 show *So You Think You Can Dance* has you wanting to tap your feet, why not check out one of the Library’s titles on the history and development of dance, or even better take home one of our new DVDs and learn some of the steps yourself!

Anderson, Jack. *Dance.* GV1617 A52
Baim, Jo. *Tango: Creation of a Cultural Icon.* GV1796 T3 B34 2007
*Ballet Russes.* DVD GV1789 B355 B3545x 2006
*Ballroom.* DVD GV1751 S8753x 2006
*Ballroom Dancing Basics.* DVD GV1751 B18537x 2005
*Flamenco for Beginners.* DVD GV1796 F55 F5364 2005
Giordano, Ralph G. *Social Dancing in America.* GV1623 G56 2007 v1 - 2
*Gypsy Heart: An Engaging and Informative Look Into the Heart and Soul of Flamenco.* DVD GV1796 F55 G9779x 2005
Heywood, Craig. *Teach Yourself Ballroom Dancing*. GV1751 H67 2005
Kirov Celebrates Nijinsky. GV1790 A1 K57683x 2002
Thompson, Robert. *The History of Love*. GV1796 T3 T46 2006
You Can Cha Cha. DVD GV1796 C2 C5337x 2005
You Can Fox Trot. DVD GV1796 F6 F697x 2005
You Can Lambada. DVD GV1796 L35 L367x 2005
You Can Mambro. DVD GV1796 M3 M367x 2005
You Can Nightclub. DVD GV1796 R6 N54x 2005
You Can Rhumba. DVD GV1796 R8 R487 2005
You Can Swing. GV1796 #85 S957x 2005
You Can Tango. DVD GV1796 T3 T367x 2005
You Can Waltz. DVD GV1761 W357x 2005
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June 2010

The FIFA World Cup, also called the Football World Cup, but usually referred to simply as the World Cup, is an international association football competition contested by the men’s national teams of the members of Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA), the sport’s global governing body. The World Cup is the most widely viewed sporting event in the world; an estimated 715.1 million people watched the final match of the 2006 World Cup held in Germany.

Daniels, Rob. *Arena Ball: The Building of Virginia’s Soccer Dynasty*. GV943.7 U5 D36x 1995
Foer, Franklin. *How Soccer Explains the World*. GV943.9 S64 F64 2004
Luongo, Albert. *Soccer Drills*. GV943.9 T7 L86 2000
*Official Rules of Soccer*. GV943.4 O44 1994
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April 2010
April is the Cruelest Month (no resource list available)

March 2010

Women's History Month: 2010

The public celebration of women's history in this country began in 1978 as “Women's History Week” in Sonoma County, California. The week included March 8, which was also International Women’s Day. In 1981 Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) and Rep. Barbara Mikulski (D-Md.) co-sponsored a joint Congressional resolution proclaiming a national Women's History Month, which congress expanded in 1987 to a monthly celebration with March being dedicated Women's History Month.

Ammer, Christine  *Unsung: A History of Women in American Music* ML 82 A45 2001
Avery, Julie  *Too Many Men on the Ice* GV 846.6 W65A84 1997
Bernstein, Carl  *A Woman in Charge* E 887 C55B47 2007
Brown, Meg Lota  *Women's Roles in the Renaissance* HQ 1149 E85B76 2005
Chamberlain, Ann  *A History of Women's Seclusion in the Middle East* HQ 1726.5 C45 2006
Cooney, Robert P. J.  *Winning the Vote* JK 1896 C65 2005
Davis, Kenneth C.  *America's Hidden History* E 188 D4 2008

Dickerson, James L.  *Go, Girl, Go!* ML 82 D528 2005
Garfield, Deborah  *Harriet Jacobs and Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl* E 444 J17H37 1996
Massey, Mary Elizabeth  *Women in the Civil War* E 826 M3 1994
Masuda, Susan  *Autobiography of a Geisha* GT 3412.7 M37A3 2005
McDonagh, Eileen  *Playing with the Boys: Why Separate is Not Equal* GV 706.5 M3673 2008
O’Beirne, Kate  *Women Who Make the World Worse* HQ 1426 O24 2006
Miles, Rosalind  *Who Cooked the Last Supper? The Women's History of the World* HQ 1121 M55 2001
Roth, Benita  *Separate Roads to Feminism* HQ 1421 R684 2004
Sapiro, Virginia  *Women in American Society* HQ 1421 S27 2003
Sernett, Milton C.  *Harriet Tubman* E 444 T82S45 2007
Skaine, Rosemarie  *Women of Afghanistan Under the Taliban* HQ 1735.6 S39 2002
Treanor, Nick  *Feminist Movement* HQ 1426 T775 2002
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Arsenault, Raymond.  The sound of freedom: Marian Anderson, the Lincoln Memorial, and the concert that awakened America.  ML420 .A6 A77 2009
Brooks, Tilford.  America’s black musical heritage.  ML3556 .B76 1984
Forman, Murray and Mark Anthony Neal, eds.  That’s the joint! The hip-hop studies reader.  ML3531 .T43 2004
Haskins, James, with Kathleen Benson.  Scott Joplin.  ML410 .J75 H34
Hess, Mickey, ed.  Icons of hip hop.  ML394 .J26 2007 v. 2
Johnson, James Weldon.  Lift every voice and sing: a pictorial tribute to the Negro national anthem.  ML3561 .L54 J64x 2000
Jones, LeRoi.  Blues people: the Negro experience in White America and the music that developed from it.  ML3556 .J73
Perone, James E.  The sound of Stevie Wonder: his words and music.  ML410 .W836 P47 2006
Porter, Lewis.  Lester Young.  ML419 .Y7 P7 1985
Warfield, William, with Alton Miller.  My music and my life.  ML420 .W274 A6x 1991
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COEXIST

Great world religions: *Buddhism.* DVD. BQ4022 .E354x 2003B
Great world religions: *Christianity.* DVD. BR121.3 .J646x 2003B
Great world religions: *Hinduism.* DVD. BL1202 .M847x 2003B
Great world religions: *Islam.* DVD. BP161.3 .E87x 2003B

Holmes, David L. *The religion of the founding fathers.* BL2747.4 .H65 2003
Lippman, Thomas W. *Understanding Islam.* BP161.2 .L56 1995
Smith, Huston. *The soul of Christianity.* BR121.3 .S65 2005
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